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Abstract—With increasing availability of spectrum in the
market due to new spectrum allocation and re-farming bands
from previous cellular generation networks, a more flexible,
efficient and green usage of the spectrum becomes an important
topic in 5G-Advanced. In this article, we provide an overview
on the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) work on
flexible spectrum orchestration for carrier aggregation (CA). The
configuration settings, requirements and potential specification
impacts are analyzed. Some involved Release 18 techniques,
such as multi-cell scheduling, transmitter switching and network
energy saving, are also presented. Evaluation results show that
clear performance gain can be achieved by these techniques.

Index Terms—Flexible spectrum association, 5G-Advanced,
3GPP, CA.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid development of the fifth generation (5G) wire-

less communication systems have empowered a more

digitized and more diverse society with supporting more

stringent requirements in terms of bandwidth, date rate, latency

and reliability etc. In the first three releases (i.e., Release

15∼17) of 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 5G new

radio (NR), many techniques have been exploited to meet some

standalone requirements, e.g., downlink (DL) throughput, or to

meet some specific compound requirements, e.g., ultra-reliable

and low latency communication (URLLC) [1]. Stepping into

5G-Advanced era from NR Release 18, it aims to achieve more

comprehensive requirements raised by new emerging use cases

such as machine vision and eXtended Reality (XR) and so on

[2]. A smarter and greener society will come along with the

development of 5G-Advanced.

Carrier aggregation (CA) is one of the most powerful

techniques that is used in wireless communication system to

increase data rate per user equipment (UE), whereby multiple

component carriers are assigned to the same UE [3]. CA has

been widely used in both Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio

Access (E-UTRA) and NR for support of wider bandwidth.

One straightforward solution for CA is to aggregate continu-

ous component carriers within the same operating frequency

band, i.e., intra-band CA. However, this may not always be

possible, due to the frequency allocations of one operator.

For non-continuous CA, it could either be intra-band, i.e.,

the component carriers belong to the same band while with

frequency gap(s) or it could be inter-band, in which case the

component carriers belong to different operating frequency

bands. CA can support both frequency division duplex (FDD)

and time division duplex (TDD) bands. That is, FDD-FDD

CA, TDD-TDD CA and FDD-TDD CA are all supported in

the current 3GPP specifications. In NR Release 15∼17, some

enhanced CA operations have been specified, such as cross

cell scheduling, uplink (UL) transmitter (Tx) switching, fast

secondary cell (SCell) activation etc [4] [5]. CA enhancements

also attract abundant study in academia on various aspects such

as power control and scheduling optimization etc [6] [7].

However, the existing CA framework is still not flexible

enough to cater for new scenarios or use cases. For instance,

some operators may have several scattered spectrum resources

with narrow bandwidth at 700/800/900 MHz, it is desirable to

use these spectrum resource in a more spectral/power efficient

manner by removing the transmission of DL synchronization

signals if possible. Another example is, some operators may

have a band with restrictions due to regional regulations, e.g.,

limited power or indoor usage for 2.3GHz band in China. The

existing CA framework mainly has two restrictions to achieve

such targets. The first restriction is the UL and DL carrier

frequency for one serving cell has to be from the same band.

The other is one UL component carrier is always associated

with one DL component carrier, and one DL component carrier

cannot be associated with multiple UL component carriers. In

3GPP RAN#93 e-meeting, flexible spectrum access has been

discussed, where one of the most promising ways is CA based

framework with flexible association of DL and UL carriers [8].

Another alternative is multi-band serving cell which is based

on the extension of supplementary UL (SUL). Considering

SUL is only targeted for better UL coverage while having

limitations on improvement of UL capacity, e.g., due to not

allowing simultaneous transmission of normal UL and SUL,

this paper focuses on the enhancements via CA framework for

support of more use cases and scenarios.

In addition, network energy saving is of great importance for

environmental sustainability, to reduce environmental impact,

and for operational cost savings [9]. 5G can significantly

improve the user experience with higher throughput, massive

connections, and various services. However, the energy con-

sumption caused by the 5G base stations and user devices have

become an acute issue with the deployment of 5G. Most of

the energy consumption comes from the radio access network

[10]. The power consumption of radio access can be split

into two parts: the dynamic part which is only consumed

when data transmission/reception is ongoing, and the static

part which is consumed all the time to maintain the necessary

operation of the radio access devices even when the data

transmission/reception is not on-going. Therefore, limiting DL

channels/signals transmission (e.g., in SCell) is a promising

solution for power saving in CA scenarios from network

perspective. This can reduce the dynamic power consumption

part or the network can even choose to shut down the whole
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DL operation of an Scell if no any DL transmission on it. In

Release 18 network energy saving work item, SCell without

Synchronization Signal and Physical Broadcast Channel Block

(SSB) for inter-band CA is proposed to save the network

energy [11].

In this paper, spectrum orchestration with support of flexible

association of DL and UL carriers under CA framework is

discussed, with configuration settings, requirements and poten-

tial specification impacts demonstrated. Some key techniques

that enable flexible associated CA in a more efficient and

greener manner are analyzed, including one donwlink control

information (DCI) scheduling multiple Physical Downlink

Shared Channel (PDSCH)/Physical Uplink Shared Channel

(PUSCH), UL Tx switching among up to 4 bands with 2

Tx, and SCell without SSB for inter-band. Evaluation results

for these techniques are also provided and clear performance

gain is observed. With thorough analysis, the capability of

supporting new use cases and achieving network energy saving

via flexible associated CA in 5G-Advanced can be then

envisioned.

The remaining parts of this article are organized as follows.

We first discuss the framework of flexible associated CA in

Section II. And in Section III, some key techniques enabling

flexible associated CA framework are presented. Section IV

provides the evaluation results for these techniques. Finally,

Section V concludes this article.

II. FRAMEWORK OF FLEXIBLE ASSOCIATION OF DL AND

UL CARRIERS

To achieve flexible spectrum orchestration, an enhanced CA

framework with flexible association of DL and UL carrier

is depicted in Fig.1. It mainly includes the following new

characteristics compared to the existing CA framework.

• The DL and UL carriers of one serving cell can come

from different frequency bands.

• One DL carrier can be associated with different UL

carriers from different serving cells, or vice versa.

• One serving cell may only have UL carrier(s), i.e., UL

SCell only.

Before going into the details, it is necessary to first provide

clear definition for frequency band, frequency carrier and

serving cell. A frequency band is a range of frequencies in a

spectrum which is defined by 3GPP RAN4 in TS38.101 [12].

Initially, frequency bands are categorized into FDD bands and

TDD bands. But with the introduction of supplementary DL

(SDL) and SUL, SDL bands and SUL bands are also defined.

An FDD band contains at least a UL/DL carrier pair, while a

TDD band contains at least a bidirectional carrier. An FDD cell

includes an uplink carrier and a downlink carrier both from one

FDD band, and a TDD cell includes a bidirectional carrier in

one TDD band. In case of SUL configured, a serving cell (for

both FDD cell and TDD cell) includes at most one SUL carrier

and one non-SUL carrier. For a cell, it can be configured with

a downlink carrier only, but it cannot be configured with an

uplink carrier only in the current 3GPP specifications.

For the enhanced CA framework, an example is shown

in Fig.1, where three cells are generated by three different

Freq#2

(UL)

Freq#1

(DL)

FDD band#1

Freq#3

(DL&UL)

TDD band#2

Freq#4

(UL only)

TDD band#3

ULDL ULDL ULDL

Cell #1 Cell #2 Cell #3

Fig. 1: Enhanced CA framework with flexible association of

DL and UL carriers

TDD band #1

DL#1/UL#1

TDD band #2

DL#2/UL#2

TDD band #3

DL#3/UL#3

TDD band #4

DL#4/UL#4

DL#2/UL#2 UL#3

Configuration

Activation

Cell#2 Cell#3

TDD band #1

DL#1

TDD band #2

DL#2/UL#2

TDD band #3

UL#3

TDD band #4

DL#4/UL#4

DL#2/UL#2 UL#3

Configuration

Activation

Cell#2 Cell#3

(a) Cell Configuration and Activation Example-1

(b) Cell Configuration and Activation Example-2

Fig. 2: Two examples for cell configuration and activation

for the enhanced CA framework

frequency bands respectively. Band #1 is an FDD band, which

includes a DL carrier (Freq #1) and a UL carrier (Freq #2).

Band #2 is a TDD band with a bidirectional carrier (Freq

#3). And Band #3 is a TDD band with only UL transmission

allowed due to regulations. The cell configurations break the

limitations of the existing CA framework. As illustrated in

Fig.1, the following three cells are configured.

• Cell #1 is configured with the bidirectional carrier in TDD

band #2. This is a traditional TDD cell.

• Cell #2 is configured with a DL carrier in TDD band #2

and a UL carrier in TDD band #3. This is an enhanced

cell which is generated from two bands.

• Cell #3 is configured with a DL carrier in TDD band

#2 and a UL carrier in FDD band #1. This is also an

enhanced cell which is generated from two bands.

Based on this enhanced CA framework, more flexible as-

sociation of UL and DL carriers is supported for satisfying

different requirements. For example, if the UE is configured

with Cell #1 and Cell #2 for CA operation, it can support more

uplink carriers than downlink carrier, which is suitable for UL-
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heavy scenarios. If the UE is configured with Cell #2, it is

suitable to handle special carrier requirements in one band due

to regulation or spectrum sharing, e.g., Band #3 is a frequency

band at 2.3GHz for spectrum sharing by restricting to UL

only transmission in outdoor deployment so that interference

with other co-existed systems can be controlled. If the UE is

configured with Cell #3, it can satisfy the requirements of both

higher downlink throughput and larger uplink coverage, since

the TDD band is typically a band with larger bandwidth to

increase the data throughput while the FDD band is typically

a band with lower frequency band for coverage improvement.

A. Cell Configuration and Activation for Enhanced CA

Framework

The flexible association of UL and DL carriers can be

realized by proper setting of the cell configuration and acti-

vation. The following settings can be considered as candidate

solutions.

• Setting #1: Configure legacy cells and activate flexible

associated CA cells.

• Setting #2: Configure flexible associated CA cells and

activate cells without changing the carrier association for

any cells.

For Setting 1 as shown in Fig.2(a), four legacy cells are

configured within 4 different bands. During cell activation

procedure, only Cell #2 and Cell #3 are activated. For Cell

#3, it could be an UL-only SCell as shown in the example

or it could also be a cell with both DL carrier from band

#2 and UL carrier from band #3. This allows the network to

dynamically activate flexible cells, e.g., a cell with only DL

carrier or only UL carrier from a cell configured with both DL

and UL depending on the varying traffic in time. For Setting

#2 shown in Fig.2(b), during cell configuration procedure, Cell

#1 is configured as a DL only cell with DL carrier from TDD

band #1. Cell #3 is an UL only cell with UL carrier from TDD

band #3 or alternatively associated with a DL carrier from

TDD band #4. Cell #2 and Cell #4 are configured as legacy

cells. During cell activation procedure, only Cell #2 and Cell

#3 are activated in the example. For Setting #2, the activation

procedure would not allow to change the configuration of a

particular cell. The advantage of Setting 1 is to provide a more

flexible activation mechanism. On the other hand, Setting 2 is

beneficial in terms of lower configuration overhead.

B. DL-limited Cell or UL-only Cell

In NR, a UE receives Primary Synchronization Signal

(PSS) and Secondary Synchronization Signal (SSS) in order

to perform cell search. After cell search procedure, the UE

needs to receive Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) to obtain

the necessary system information for the subsequent recep-

tion/transmission. The Synchronization Signal (SS) and PBCH

are packed as a single block called SSB as a whole. The SSB

is the basis for a UE to access the network. On the other

hand, continuously transmitting SSB in all serving cells in

CA scenario causes large signaling overhead and unnecessary

energy consumption. In NR up to Release 17, SCell without

SSB for intra-band CA is supported. In Release 18, it is under

discussion on whether or not to support SCell without SSB

for inter-band CA in network energy saving work item.

1) Requirements of SCell without SSB for inter-band CA:

As specified in NR RAN4 specification TS38.133, the fol-

lowing requirements are defined if SSB is not provided for

the SCell being activated in case of intra-band contiguous CA

[13].

• The received time difference (RTD) between the target

SCell and the contiguous active serving cell is within

±260 ns.

• The difference of the reception power with the contiguous

active serving cell is no larger than 6 dB.

• The reference signal(s) of SCell being activated has quasi

co-location (QCL)-TypeA of relationship with temporary

reference signal(s) (TRS(s)) of the SCell being activated,

and the TRS(s) of the SCell being activated has (have)

further QCL-TypeC relationship with SSB(s) of any ac-

tive serving cell that is contiguous to the SCell being

activated on that frequency range 1 (FR1) band.

For inter-band CA in Release 18 discussion, it is more

reasonable to first focus on co-site scenario only, in which case

the UL only SCell is assumed to be co-site with the special

cell (SpCell), which includes primary cell of master cell group

(MCG) or secondary cell group (SCG), or other normal SCell

and the co-site cells are assumed to be synchronized with

each other. In such case, it is observed the residual timing

alignment error among different bands can be much less than

260 ns which is mainly dominated by the group delay of power

amplifier (PA) and filtering in different bands in case of shared

RF transceiver or additionally residual transceiver alignment

error in different bands in case of separated RF transceiver. For

the second requirement on power difference, it can be easily

satisfied if the carrier frequencies of two bands are not far from

each other in co-site scenario. If there is still TRS transmission

in the SCell for inter-band CA, the last requirement above can

also be ensured as the situation is the same as that of intra-

band CA case.

2) Potential specification impacts of UL-only SCell: There

are many uplink signals/channels transmitted on a cell and

many uplink related procedures defined for a cell. If these

signals or channels are transmitted on an UL-only cell, we

should first identify whether they can be transmitted properly

in a cell without any downlink transmission.

• Sounding Reference Signal (SRS)/PUCCH transmission

– General SRS/PUCCH configuration only depends on

the UL carrier.

– The pathloss estimation for power control for

SRS/PUCCH depends on the SSB or CSI-RS, which

can be from PCell.

– The source reference signal for SRS/PUCCH spatial

relationship configuration can be from other cell.

• Dynamic grant (DG)-PUSCH:

– General PUSCH configuration only depends on the

UL carrier.
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– The pathloss estimation for power control for

PUSCH depends on the SSB or CSI-RS, which can

be from PCell.

– For codebook based PUSCH and non-codebook

based PUSCH transmission, the spatial relationship

can be indicated via the SRS indicator in the schedul-

ing DCI.

– PUSCH can be scheduled by cross-carrier schedul-

ing.

• Configured grant (CG)-PUSCH:

– Type 1 CG PUSCH only depends on the RRC

configuration for the UL carrier.

– Type2 CG PUSCH depends on RRC configuration

and DCI activation, which can be realized by cross-

carrier activation.

– The other parts are similar as DG PUSCH.

• Timing advance (TA) maintenance

– There will always be a normal SCell/SpCell (i.e. with

DL) in the same TA group (TAG) of UL only SCell,

and the UL only SCell can only be set to active in

case there is active SCell/SpCell in the same TAG.

This can be ensured by network implementation.

– The TA will be maintained based on the normal

SCell/SpCell in the same TAG.

• Radio resource management (RRM)

– In co-site scenario, the addition/change/release of

UL only SCell will be performed based on the

measurement on the co-site normal SpCell/SCell,

and this can be left to network implementation.

– No measure object will be configured for the UL

only frequency.

• Cross-carrier scheduling

– The existing cross-carrier scheduling framework can

be reused. It can keep some of the SearchSpace con-

figurations in the UL-only cell as legacy procedure,

or alternatively include the necessary configurations

(e.g., SearchSpace configurations) in the scheduling

cell as a new procedure.

• TDD configuration

– The existing TDD configuration supports configuring

all symbols/slots as UL.

• SCell activation procedure

– The existing SCell activation depends on the SSB

or TRS. The procedure requires updates to support

activation for UL-only SCell. For instance, MAC-

CE triggers UL-only SCell activation and potential

SRS/PRACH transmission for potential TA adjust-

ment and early UL channel measurement.

Based on above analysis, it can be concluded that the

configuration of UL only SCell can be supported in the current

RRC signaling. New UE capability needs to be defined for the

UL only SCell, and it needs to update current SCell activation

procedure for UL-only SCell.

III. KEY TECHNIQUES FOR FLEXIBLE ASSOCIATED CA

In this section, some key techniques that can be applied to

the flexible associated CA framework and being discussed in

NR Release 18 are provided.

A. Multi-Cell (MC) Scheduling

The motivation of the introduction of MC scheduling is to

save downlink control resources in order to alleviate Physical

Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) congestion [14]. This is

particularly useful in case of UL only SCell or asymmetric CA

with more UL carriers than DL carriers, in which scenarios the

DL resources are limited while it requires more DL resources

to schedule UL transmissions.

As an example, one DCI can be used to schedule three

PUSCHs in three different cells via MC scheduling instead of

using three independent DCI. It is expected that performance

gain could be obtained as long as the size of a joint DCI for

MC scheduling is smaller than the total size of multiple single-

cell(SC) DCIs. For MC scheduling, the main items that need

to be discussed in Release 18 includes the followings.

• Determination of the maximum number of PUSCHs and

PDSCHs across different cells can be scheduled by one

MC-DCI.

• MC scheduling applicable scenarios, e.g., sub-carrier

spacing (SCS) assumption across cells, supported carrier

type, whether to support SCell scheduling PCell and

whether to support both MC-DCI and legacy DCI for the

same scheduled cell on the same or different scheduling

cells.

• MC-DCI monitoring enhancement, such as determina-

tion of DCI size budget for MC-DCI and blind decod-

ing/monitoring control channel element size budget etc.

• MC-DCI information field discussion to determine which

fields should be shared or separated for different sched-

uled cells.

• Hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgement

(HARQ-ACK) enhancements for MC-DCI scheduled

PDSCHs.

B. UL Tx Switching

UL Tx switching is an important technique introduced for

multi-carrier operation. It aims to select the better UL carrier

and better transmission mode in a given slot for UL transmis-

sion via up to two con-current Tx. In Release 16, it is assumed

that only one Tx can be supported on the first frequency band

and two Tx can be supported on the second band by Tx

switching from the first band. With more bands supporting two

Tx, two Tx transmission on each of the two bands is specified

in Release 17 by switching of both Tx between two bands.

However, there are some limitations of current mechanism,

e.g. UE can only be configured with at most 2 UL bands,

which can only be changed by radio resource control (RRC)

(re)configuration, and UL Tx switching can be only performed

between 2 UL bands for 2 Tx capable UE. Therefore, UL

Tx switching across up to 3 or 4 bands with up to 2 Tx

simultaneous transmission is under study in Release 18 [14].

This technique is also very helpful for support of the enhanced

CA framework as more uplink carriers from more than 2 UL

bands could be the typical scenarios for UL heavy use cases

via flexible carrier association.
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In NR Rel-16/17, there are two options supported for UL Tx

switching, namely, ’switchedUL’ and ’dualUL’. In the option

of ’switchedUL’, simultaneous transmissions on 2 bands are

not supported, which results in UL Tx switching equivalent

to band switching. And for option of ’dualUL’, simultaneous

transmissions on 2 bands are supported.

To support UL Tx switching with up to 3 or 4 bands, there

could be two potential frameworks to achieve this.

• Framework #1: Dynamic Tx carrier switching can be

performed across all the carriers in all configured 3 or

4 bands by the UE based on the UL scheduling,

• Framework #2: Network indicates 2 bands out of the

configured 3 or 4 bands via DCI or MAC-CE, and

dynamic Tx carrier switching is between indicated bands

the same as Rel-17.

Framework #1 can be regarded as the extension of the Rel-

16/17 UL Tx switching cases, where new tables for more Tx

switching cases for 3 or 4 bands are first defined respectively

and then identify each switching case and potential ambiguity

issues respectively. Framework #2 is designed with the in-

tention of reusing Rel-16/17 UL Tx switching as much as

possible. With framework #2, gNB first indicates the cells

within up to 2 bands for subsequent UL transmission, and

then Rel-16/17 UL Tx switching can be performed within the

2 bands until next gNB indication. An example of Framework

#2 for Tx switching among 4 bands is shown in Fig.3.

1-port 1-port

1-port 1-port

Rel-16/17 Tx Switching

carrier 1

carrier 2

Cells/Bands Switching Signalling

Cell 1 on Band 1

Cell 2 on Band 2

Cell 3 on Band 3

Cell 4 on Band 4

1-port 1-port

1-port 1-port

Rel-16/17 Tx Switching

carrier 1

carrier 2

Fig. 3: Example of Framework #2, i.e., dynamic Tx carrier

switching among two indicated bands

Base on the Framework #2, the legacy Rel-16/17 UL Tx

switching can be reused including the following.

• Legacy tables can be reused between the 2 indicated

bands.

• The legacy switching cases can be reused.

• Legacy solution for ambiguity issues can be reused.

C. Energy saving schemes for CA

For the connected-mode UEs configured with CA, the base

station (BS) can perform the DL/UL transmission on each cell.

For the SCell, when there is low DL traffic load or even no

DL transmission required, SSB transmission takes up most

of the DL transmission occasions, and the BS cannot enter

into a sleep mode for energy saving [9]. In such situation, the

power consumption of SSB transmission results in a significant

amount of network power consumption. It implies that limited

or even no SSB transmission in SCells is an important solution

to reduce base station power consumption, on top of the

benefits of saving signaling overhead and using UL-only bands

as discussed in Section II.

For inter-band CA, the RF chains and other processing

units between different cells are decoupled. Therefore, if the

SSB transmission in the inter-band SCell can be reduced or

even eliminated, the corresponding components can be muted

so that network can obtain more energy saving benefits. In

Section II, the requirements and potential specification impacts

of SSB-less SCell for inter-band have been presented.

Considering the impact of network energy saving techniques

on system performance (e.g., throughput, latency, etc.) and

user experience, an energy saving fallback mechanism using

an uplink wake-up mechanism can be promising. Specifically,

when the network enters into an energy saving state, e.g.,

no any DL transmission, the time/frequency error of UE

may be impacted. In this case, a wake-up signal (WUS)

transmitted from UE to network can be introduced to meet the

flexible service requirements and minimize the impact on user

experience. After receiving the WUS, the network can adjust

the SSB transmission to respond to the UE’s indication.

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS

A. Evaluation for MC scheduling

In the simulation, the DCI size for single-cell scheduling is

assumed as 60 bits excluding CRC. N DCIs with each size of

60 bits are needed when the number of scheduled cells is N .

For MC scheduling, it is assumed that the DCI size would be

increased by 12 bits for each additionally scheduled cell. That

is, to schedule N cells in MC scheduling, a DCI with size of

(60 + 12× (N − 1)) is needed.

The gain of PDCCH blocking rate and control channel

element (CCE) saving is presented in Fig.4. As shown, both

the DCCH blocking rate gain and the CCE saving gain will

increase as the number of scheduled cells increases. But the

incremental gain becomes relatively small when the number

of scheduled cells is larger than 5. On the other hand, the

maximum size of DCI by the Polar code is 140 bits in

current specification. Thus, it may be a good choice to set the

maximum number of scheduled cells to 4 considering both the

restriction of the DCI encoded by Polar code and the optimal

performance of multi-cell scheduling.

B. Evaluation for UL Tx switching

In this subsection, the system level evaluations for UL Tx

switching 4 bands for both Framework #1 and Framework #2

are presented. The band configurations for the 4 bands are

shown below.

• Band 1: a TDD band with carrier frequency @4GHz, SCS

= 30 kHz, BW = 100MHz, and the frame configuration

with ’DDDSUDDSUU’, and the configuration in special

slot with ’10 DL : 2 Gap : 2 UL’ symbols.

• Band 2: a TDD band with carrier frequency @2.6GHz,

SCS = 30 kHz, BW = 100 MHz, and the frame configu-

ration with ’DDDDDDDSUU’, and the configuration in

special slot with ’6 DL : 4 Gap : 4 UL’ symbols.
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PDCCH blocking rate CCE saving

Number of Cells (N)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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0%

43.0%
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73.4% 75.1%

Fig. 4: Gain of PDCCH blocking rate and CCE saving Vs

Number of scheduled cells

• Band 3: a FDD band with carrier frequency @700MHz,

SCS = 15 kHz, BW = 20 MHz.

• Band 4: a FDD band with carrier frequency @2GHz, SCS

= 15kHz, BW = 20 MHz.

The baseline is the performance of UL Tx switching with 2

bands. The mean user perceived throughput (UPT) is used as

the evaluation metric as provided in Fig.5 for 5 UEs and 10

UEs. As observed, in case of 5 UEs, the performance gain

of Framework #1 and Framework #2 over the baseline in

terms of mean UTP is about 23.93% and 23.61% respectively.

And the performance loss of Framework #2 compared to

Framework #1 is only about 0.28%. Similar observation can

be obtained in case of 10 UEs per cell. On the other hand, as

discussed in Section III-B, Framework #2 has some advantages

on specification efforts and forward compatibility.

Baseline Framework#1 Framework#2

5UEs 10UEs

M
ea

n
 U
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M
b

p
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30

60
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120

150
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91.3

109.5 109.1

Fig. 5: UPT Performance for UL Tx Switching with 4 bands

C. Evaluation for network energy saving

Simulation results of network energy savings gains and

average UE power consumption for all different resource

utilization (RU) are shown Fig.6. As shown in Fig.6, the SSB-

less SCell scheme can obtain 4.3%∼22.6% energy saving gain

in the case RU = 4.9%∼37.5%. It can be also observed that

the SSB-less SCell can provide higher UPT due to the SSB

overhead reduction.

Energy Saving Gain UPT �at�o

RU=4.9% �U=9�7� �U=23��� 	U=3
�5�

0

20�

�0�

60�

80�

100�

120�

22.6%

101.6%

13.9%

101.9%

7.2%

101.4%

4.3%

100.7%

Fig. 6: Evaluation results of SSB-less for inter-band CA

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we provide an overview of flexible spec-

trum orchestration for enhanced CA being discussed in 5G-

Advanced. The motivation includes support of new use cases

such as UL-heavy traffic, support of no DL synchronization

signal transmissions for efficient use of scattered spectrum

resources with narrow bandwidth and support of UL-only

Scell to satisfy the regulations etc. Solutions, requirements and

potential specification impacts are analyzed, and some Release

18 techniques applicable to the new CA framework are also

discussed. The analysis presented in this article will hopefully

shed light on better utilization of 5G spectrum and open venues

for new technical proposals.
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